
M12 UHL-0
M12™ LED UNDERHOOD LIGHT

Bulb type LED

Max. light output high /
medium / low / strobe
(lumens)

1350/ -/ 600/ -

Max. run time with M12 B4
battery (h)

4/ -/ 8/ -

Weight with battery pack
(EPTA) (kg)

1.1 (M12 B4)

Kit included No batteries supplied, No
charger supplied, Gift box

Article Number 4933459432

www.milwaukeetool.eu

TRUEVIEW™ high definition light output delivers consistent
beam, optimised colour temperature and true representation
of colours and detail

Two light output settings with 1350 and 600 lumens to
maximise run time and to optimise lighting output

M12™ 4.0 Ah battery provides 4 hours of run time in high and 8
hours of run time in low setting

Mounting hooks extend 119 cm - 196 cm (47″  - 77″) covering
wide cars and trucks

Flexible and versatile light bar to rotate vertically, adjust
position and remove from the carrier to suit user needs

Rubber gripping surface for maximum hold

FINISHGUARD™ hooks provide lasting protection against
scratches to a vehicle’s finish

Stainless hook allows to hang the light bar independently from
the carrier

Aircraft grade aluminium frame ensures maximum durability

Impact and chemical resistant polycarbonate lens to withstand
common automotive fluids

IP54 - protected from dust and splashing water

Flexible battery system: works with all MILWAUKEE® M12™
batteries
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